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Introduction

Purpose
This report details changes to the Schools Online Thesaurus.

Audience
ScOT Consultative Group (ScOTCG) and other interested parties.

Background
Most changes in v6.1 arise from collection and analysis of data from Schools Cataloguing Information Service (SCIS) over the past year. SCIS cataloguers indicate subject gaps in ScOT as they arise by adding suggested terms to SCIS records. These terms are periodically exported and analysed by the thesaurus analyst and draft reference structures created for integration with ScOT. This release deals with a cluster of issues raised by SCIS cataloguers. More terms from this process will be added in future releases.

In providing candidate terms through cataloguing practice, SCIS has provided systematic and detailed feedback on the subject access requirements of a significant collection of educational resources.

Some candidate terms are not added in this release because relevant reference structures need first to be revised. The main branch is Psychology; including alignment and consolidation of Human behaviour, Emotions, Personality, Cognition, in order to add terms such as Bonding, Compassion, Deception, Revenge and Psychic ability;

Many proposed terms that logically belong to the Religion branch are not added because they are proper names. Further, a number of approved terms in the areas of religious festivals, art and music, and sacred texts are removed in version 6.1.

Maintenance level changes arising from various content projects are also outlined in this report.

Issues arising
Some candidate terms arising from SCIS cataloguing do not conform to ScOT quality assurance specifications, even if they do indicate subject gaps. Where possible, these terms are used to develop compliant terms that share a semantic core and fill existing subject gaps. Examples are given in this section.

Proper nouns for places
Some terms are proper nouns for places or geographical features and do not comply with ScOT quality assurance specifications. However some of these point to subject gaps in ScOT; for example:
Bergen-Belsen (Concentration camp)

While this term is disqualified, the term “Concentration camp” has been added as a candidate.

Concentration camps
UF Death camps
Extermination camps
BT Genocide
RT Prisoners of war

**Dates, events and groups.**

Some proposed terms are proper nouns for places or groups features and do not comply with ScOT quality assurance specifications. However some of these point to subject gaps in ScOT; for example:

Inquisition

*Instead:*

Heresy
BT Religion

Phoenicians

*Instead:*

Ancient civilisations
BT Civilisation
RT Ancient history

Further, a number of terms that describe instances or religious texts or practices are removed from ScOT, including Christian music, Christmas and Qur’an.

**Ethnic groupings and derivatives**

Terms compounded by geographical or ethnic modifiers are disqualified by ScOT quality assurance specifications. Examples of rejected terms include:

Hispanic Americans
Icelandic myths
Indian cooking
Iranian Americans
Irish in Australia

Note also that “Native Americans” is proposed for removal in v6.1.
Statistics

*Preferred and non-preferred terms*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>6.0</th>
<th>6.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Terms</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total terms</td>
<td>10,321</td>
<td>10,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td>7,666</td>
<td>7,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-preferred</td>
<td>2,655</td>
<td>2,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Percent non-preferred</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New terms

Abominable snowman
USE: Yeti

Academic failure
BT: Academic achievement

ADD
USE: Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder

ADHD
USE: Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder

Aliens
BT: Mythical creatures
RT: Extraterrestrial life
SN: Use for resources about extraterrestrial beings in fiction. For non-fictional resources about extraterrestrial being use Extraterrestrial life.

Animal hormones
USE: Hormones (Animals)

Amputation
BT: Physical disabilities
RT: Prostheses

Anaphylaxis
BT: Allergies

Anatomy and physiology (Animals)
USE: Structure and function (Animals)

Ancestors
USE: Family history

Ancestry
USE: Family history

Anger management
USE: Emotional development

Apparitions
USE: Ghosts

Applied mechanics
USE: Engineering

Armistice
BT: Treaties
RT: Peace

Artificial sweeteners
UF: Sugar substitutes
BT: Food additives
RT: Sugar

Atomic bombs
USE: Nuclear weapons

Attention - deficit disorder
USE: Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder

Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder
UF: ADD
ADHD
Attention - deficit disorder
BT: Intellectual disabilities

Automotive engineering
UF: Vehicle maintenance
BT: Mechanical engineering

Aves
USE: Birds

Battles
USE: Military campaigns

Bigfoot
USE: Yeti

Blessing
BT: Worship

Bonding (Psychology)
USE: Attachment

Breast cancer
BT: Cancer
Brewing
   BT: Fermentation
   RT: Alcoholic drinks
Buccaneers
   USE: Pirates
Candidiasis
   USE: Thrush
Cerebral palsy
   BT: Physical disabilities
Cervical cancer
   BT: Cancer
   RT: Uterus
Cervix
   USE: Uterus
Charms
   USE: Spells
Chlamydia
   BT: Bacterial infections
Church history
   USE: Religious history
Clairvoyance
   UF: Fortune telling
   BT: Paranormal
Concentration camps
   UF: Death camps
      Extermination camps
      Labor camps
   BT: Genocide
   RT: Imprisonment
Council libraries
   USE: Public libraries
Cruelty
   BT: Aggression
Curriculum outcomes
   USE: Learning outcomes
Curses
   USE: Spells
Daydreams
   BT: Imagination
Death camps
   USE: Concentration camps
Demonology
   USE: Demons
Demons
   UF: Demonology
      Devil
   BT: Mythical creatures
Despair
   BT: Morale
Desserts
   BT: Meals
Devils
   USE: Demons
Dyscalculia
   USE: Mathematical disorders
Devotional literature
   USE: Sacred literature
Divine grace
   USE: Salvation
Doctrines
   USE: Beliefs
Dragons
   BT: Mythical creatures
Dualism
   BT: Metaphysics
Dwarfism
   BT: Physical disabilities
   RT: Dwarfs
   SN: Use for resources about humans subject to genetic conditions resulting in extreme small size. For resources about mythological dwarfs use Dwarfs.
Dwarfs
BT: Mythical creatures
RT: Dwarfism
SN: Use for resources about mythological dwarfs. For resources about living things (including humans) subject to genetic conditions resulting in extreme small size use Dwarfism.

Eccentricity
USE: Individuality

Eccentrics
USE: Individuality

Encyclopaedias
USE: Encyclopedias

English
USE: English language

ESP
USE: Extrasensory perception

Espionage
UF: Spies
BT: Data security
RT: Intelligence organisations

Executive power
BT: Political power
NT: Heads of state

Exegesis
USE: Sacred literature

Extermination camps
USE: Concentration camps

Extrasensory perception
UF: ESP
BT: Paranormal

Fairies
BT: Mythical creatures

Film adaptations
USE: Adaptations (Writing)

First contact

UF: Culture contact
BT: Cultural interaction
RT: Precontact culture

Fortune telling
USE: Clairvoyance

Fraud
BT: Deception
RT: Theft

Fructose
BT: Carbohydrates

Fungal infections
UF: Mycoses
BT: Communicable diseases

Ghosts
UF: Apparitions
Hauntings
BT: Mythical creatures

Giantism
BT: Physical disabilities
RT: Giants
SN: Use for resources about humans subject to genetic conditions resulting in extreme large size. For resources about mythological giants USE Giants.

Giants
BT: Mythical creatures
RT: Giantism
SN: Use for resources about mythological Giants. For resources about living things (including humans) subject to genetic conditions resulting in extreme large size USE Giantism.

Glucose
BT: Carbohydrates

Goblins
BT: Mythical creatures

Good and evil
USE: Morality

Griffins
UF: Griffons
BT: Mythical creatures
Griffons
USE: Griffins

Halloween
BT: Festivals

Hauntings
USE: Ghosts

Head injuries
UF: Craniocerebral trauma
BT: Injuries
NT: Concussion
RT: Head restraints

Herbivory
USE: Herbivores

Heresy
BT: Religion

Heroism
USE: Courage

Human society
USE: Society

Hope
UF: Despair
BT: Morale

Hormones (Plants)
USE: Plant hormones

Housekeeping
USE: Housework

Illusionists
USE: Magicians

Insurgency
UF: Insurrection
Revolt
BT: Conflict (Human relations)
RT: Civil wars
Revolutions (Conflict)

Insurrection
USE: Insurgency

Labor camps
USE: Concentration camps

Lactose
BT: Carbohydrates

Life after death
USE: Afterlife

Legendary creatures
USE: Mythical creatures

Long-term assets
USE: Non-current assets

Lung cancer
BT: Cancer

Maltose
BT: Carbohydrates

Martyrs
USE: Martyrdom

Meditations
USE: Worship

Mermaids
UF: Mermen
BT: Mythical creatures

Mermen
USE: Mermaids

Mycoses
USE: Fungal infections

Mythical animals
USE: Mythical creatures

Mythical creatures
UF: Legendary creatures
Mythical animals
BT: Folklore
NT: Aliens
Demons
Dragons
Dwarfs
Fairies
Ghosts
Giants
Goblins
Griffins
Mermaids
Gogres
Trolls
Unicorns
Vampires
Werewolves
Witches
Wizards
Yeti
Zombies

Mythical places
BT: Folklore

Neoplasms
USE: Cancer

Occult
USE: Paranormal

Ogres
BT: Mythical creatures

One parent families
USE: Single parent families

Orphanages
USE: Orphans

Orphans
UF: Orphanages
BT: Child care

Outlaws
USE: Criminals

Ova
UF: Ovum
BT: Animal reproduction
NT: Egg cases
RT: Eggs

Ovum
USE: Ova

Paganism

BT: Primal religions
NT: Wicca

Paranormal
UF: Occult
Supernatural
Unexplained phenomena
BT: Folklore
NT: Clairvoyance
Extrasensory perception
Psychic ability
Psychokinesis
Spells
Telepathy

Philosophical schools
USE: Philosophical movements

Physical disabilities
BT: Disabilities
NT: Amputation
Cerebral palsy
Dwarfism
Giantism

Physical education
USE: Physical fitness

Pirates
UF: Buccaneers
BT: Criminals

Political corruption
BT: Political power

Precognition
USE: Clairvoyance

Production stills
USE: Publicity stills

Prophecy
UF: Oracles
Prophets
Seers
BT: Religion

Prostate cancer
BT: Cancer
Psychic ability
  BT: Paranormal

Psychokinesis
  BT: Paranormal

Public libraries
  UF: Council libraries
  BT: Libraries

Publicity stills
  UF: Film stills
    Production stills
  BT: Photography

Religious groups
  BT: Religion
  NT: Bahai Faith
    Buddhism
    Christianity
    Confucianism
    Hinduism
    Islam
    Judaism
    Primal religions
    Shintoism
    Sikhism
    Taoism

Religious history
  UF: Church history
  BT: History

Religious devotion
  USE: Worship

Retaliation
  UF: Revenge
  BT: Conflict (Human relations)

Revenge
  USE: Retaliation

Revolt
  USE: Insurgency

Revolutionaries
  USE: Revolutions (Conflict)

Riddles
USE: Socialisation

Social role
BT: Social structures

Sociology
USE: Society

Solitude
BT: Personal space

Sorcerers
USE: Wizards

Soteriology
USE: Salvation

Spells
UF: Charms
Curses
BT: Paranormal

Spies
USE: Espionage

Starch
BT: Carbohydrates

Substance abuse
USE: Drug abuse

Sucrose
USE: Sugar

Sugar cane
BT: Crops
RT: Sugar

Sugar substitutes
USE: Artificial sweeteners

Supernatural
USE: Paranormal

Table salt
USE: Salt

Telepathy
BT: Paranormal

Tolerance
BT: Human relations
NT: Alienation
Peer acceptance

Torture
BT: Violence

Totalitarianism
UF: Dictatorship
BT: Social and political systems
RT: Absolutism

Totems
USE: Totemism

Transgender
UF: Transgender people
Transmen
Transsexualism
Transwomen
BT: Gender identity

Transmen
USE: Transgender

Transport drivers
UF: Bus drivers
Pilots
Train drivers
Tram drivers
Truck drivers
BT: Occupations (Work)
NT: Air pilots
RT: Driving

Transsexualism
USE: Transgender

Transwomen
USE: Transgender

Trolls
BT: Mythical creatures

Trombones
BT: Wind instruments

Trumpets
BT: Wind instruments
Trust
  BT: Human relations
  NT: Betrayal
  Deception

Tubas
  BT: Wind instruments

Tumors
  USE: Cancer

Tumours
  USE: Cancer

Unexplained phenomena
  USE: Paranormal

Unicorns
  BT: Mythical creatures

Vampires
  BT: Mythical creatures

Veganism
  USE: Vegetarianism

Vegans
  USE: Vegetarianism

Vegetarianism
  UF: Veganism
  Vegans
  Vegetarians
  BT: Diet
  RT: Herbivores

Vegetarians
  USE: Vegetarianism

Vehicle maintenance
  USE: Automotive engineering

Villains
  BT: Characters (Rhetorical device)

Warlocks
  USE: Wizards

Website design
  USE: Web design

Werewolves
  BT: Mythical creatures

Wizards
  UF: Sorcerers
  Warlocks
  BT: Mythical creatures
  RT: Magicians
  SN: Use for resources about mythological practitioners of sorcery, illusions etc. For resources about magic practitioners in the performing arts industry use Magicians.

Yeast infection
  USE: Thrush

Yeti
  UF: Abominable snowman
  Bigfoot
  Sasquatch
  BT: Mythical creatures

Zombies
  BT: Mythical creatures
Modified terms

Modified terms are defined as terms that:

- Have USE or BT relationship added or removed;
- Are label changes; eg After school care changed to After-school care;
- Have Scope note or qualifier changes;

Changes are not detailed for addition or removal of NT, UF or RT. Note also that deleted terms are detailed in a separate section.

Acculturation
UF: Enculturation
BT: Cultural interaction
NT: Assimilation
RT: Cultural imperialism
Multiculturalism
Refugees
SN: Use for resources on the unforced absorption into any group of certain features of a different culture. For resources about cultural standards imposed upon colonies or dependent territories use Cultural imperialism
HN: 5.1; 6.1 - BT Culture removed, BT Cultural interaction added.

After-school care
BT: Child care
HN: 6.1 - Changed from After school care to After-school care.

Afterlife
UF: Life after death
BT: Religion
NT: Reincarnation
Resurrection
RT: Death
HN: 6.1 - BT Beliefs removed, BT Religion added.

Agenda setting
BT: Social influence
RT: Propaganda
Public opinion
SN: Use for resources on the power of communication to shape and formulate opinion and direction through choice of topics considered and/or the perspectives offered.
HN: 5.3 - BT Media issues removed, BT Power (Political sciences) added; 6.1 - BT Power (Politics) removed, BT Social influence added.

Alienation
BT: Tolerance
RT: Alienation effect
HN: 6.1 - BT Human relations removed, BT Tolerance added.

Allergies
UF: Anaphylaxis
Hypersensitivity
BT: Diseases
RT: Immune system
Animals
UF: Beasts
 Fauna
 Wild animals
 Wildlife
 Zoo animals
 BT: Eukaryotes
 NT: Chordates
 Invertebrates
 RT: Body regions
 Veterinary medicine
 Wildlife sanctuaries
 Zoos
 HN: 5.3 - BT Biology removed, BT Eukaryotes added; 6.1 - Scope note removed.

Animism
 BT: Primal religions

Appropriation (Visual arts)
 UF: Appropriated images
 BT: Visual arts elements
 RT: Cultural appropriation

Archaeology
 BT: History
 NT: Antiquities
 Archaeological dating
 Archaeological sites
 Excavations
 Marine archaeology
 HN: 6.1 - BT Civilisation removed.

Architectural frames
 BT: Building components
 RT: Foundations
 Roofs
 Walls
 HN: 6.1 - Changed from Frames to Architectural frames.

Art therapists
 USE: Art therapy
 HN: 6.1 - BT Therapists removed, USE Art therapy added.

Arthritis
 BT: Diseases
 NT: Osteoarthritis
 Rheumatoid arthritis
 HN: 5.2; 6.1 - USE Osteoarthritis and USE Rheumatoid arthritis removed, BT Diseases added.

Asperger's syndrome
 BT: Intellectual disabilities
 HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Developmental disabilities removed, BT Intellectual disabilities added.

Attitudes
 UF: Viewpoints
 BT: Psychology
 NT: Apathy
 Beliefs
 Bias (Attitudes)
 Community attitudes
 Cultural awareness
 Environmental attitudes
 Impartiality
 Migrant attitudes
 Opinions
 Political attitudes
 Racial attitudes
 Work attitudes
 RT: Disposition
 Values (Psychology)
 HN: 6.1 - BT Social influence removed, BT Psychology added.

Attraction (Human relations)
 BT: Human relations
 HN: 6.1 - Changed from Attraction (Psychology) to Attraction (Human relations).

Autism
 BT: Intellectual disabilities
 HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Developmental disabilities removed, BT Intellectual disabilities added.

Bahai Faith
 UF: Bahaism
 BT: Religious groups
 HN: 5.3; 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT Religious groups added.

Behaviourism
 USE: Human behaviour
 HN: 6.1 - BT Psychology removed, USE Human behaviour added.
Bird sanctuaries
USE: Wildlife sanctuaries

Boarding schools
BT: Schools
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - Scope note removed.

Body image
UF: Body perception
BT: Personal identity
RT: Eating disorders
HN: 6.1 - BT Psychology and BT Imagery (Psychology) removed, BT Personal identity added.

Body percussion
UF: Clapping
Clicking
BT: Percussion instruments
SN: Use for resources about the sounds made using parts of the body.
HN: 6.1 - BT Music removed, BT Percussion instruments added.

Buddhism
BT: Religious groups
NT: Mahayanan Buddhism
Theravadin Buddhism
HN: 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT Religious groups added.

Bus drivers
USE: Transport drivers
HN: 6.1 - BT Occupations (Work) removed, USE Transport drivers added.

Callosities
BT: Skin diseases
HN: 6.1 - BT Skin disorders removed, BT Skin diseases added.

Camp sites
USE: Camping grounds
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Campsites to Camp sites.

Car drivers
USE: Driving
HN: 5.0 - BT Groups added; 6.1 - BT Groups removed, USE Driving added.

Carbohydrates
UF: Saccharides
NT: Fructose
Galactose
Glucose
Lactose
Maltose
Starch
Sugar

Chaplains
USE: School chaplains
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT School support staff removed, USE School chaplains added.

Chiaroscuro
BT: Contrast
RT: Light
SN: Use for resources about the contrast of light and dark in painting, drawing, etching and engraving.

Christianity
BT: Religious groups
HN: 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT Religious groups added.

Clapping
USE: Body percussion
HN: 6.1 - BT Body percussion removed, USE body percussion added.

Clicking
USE: Body percussion
HN: 6.1 - BT Body percussion removed, USE body percussion added.

Clowns
USE: Clowning
HN: 6.1 - BT Actors and BT Comedians removed, USE Clowning added.

Cocoa
BT: Crops
HN: 6.1 - BT Hot drinks removed.

Coffee
BT: Crops
HN: 6.1 - BT Hot drinks removed.

Competition (Human relations)
UF: Competitiveness
BT: Human relations
Motivation
RT: Aggression
Sports
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Competition (Psychology) to Competition (Human relations).

Computer based assessment
UF: Web based assessment
BT: Student assessment
RT: Online tests
SN: Use for resources about computer technology in assessment administration or construction.

Concentration (Psychology)
USE: Attention
HN: 6.1 - BT Psychology removed, USE Attention added.

Concussion
BT: Head injuries
HN: 6.1 - BT Injuries removed, BT Head injuries added.

Confucianism
BT: Religious groups
HN: 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT Religious groups added.

Conscience votes
BT: Parliamentary procedures

Consciousness
BT: Psychology
NT: Free will
Hypnosis
Self
RT: Sleeping

Cooperation
UF: Collaboration
BT: Human relations
NT: Community cooperation Sharing
RT: Teamwork
HN: 6.1 - BT Human behaviour and BT Motivation removed, BT Human relations added.

Cosmography
USE: Astronomical maps

Cosmology
USE: Universe
HN: 6.1 - USE Universe formation removed, USE Universe added.

Creation myths
USE: Creation
HN: 6.1 - BT Myths removed, USE Creation added.

Creative movement
BT: Human movement
RT: Dancing
HN: 6.1 - BT Creativity removed.

Cultural literacy
USE: Social customs
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Literacy removed, USE Social customs added.

Cultural values
USE: Social values
HN: 6.1 - BT Culture and BT Values (Psychology) removed, USE Social values added.

Culture contact
USE: First contact
HN: 5.2; 6.1 - USE Cultural interaction removed, USE First contact added.

Curiosity
UF: Inquisitiveness
BT: Motivation
HN: 6.1 - BT Interest (Psychology) removed, BT Motivation added.

Cynicism
BT: Philosophical movements
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, BT Philosophical movements added.

Czech language
BT: Natural languages
RT: Czech literature

Dance literacy
USE: Dance
HN: 6.1 - BT Literacy removed, USE
Dance added.

Deception
BT: Trust
NT: Fraud
HN: 6.1

Depth of field
BT: Geometric perspective

Developmental disabilities
USE: Intellectual disabilities
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Disabilities removed, USE Intellectual disabilities added.

Developmental psychology
USE: Personal development
HN: 6.1 - BT Psychology removed, USE Personal development added.

Devils
USE: Demons
HN: 6.1

Drama literacy
USE: Drama
HN: 6.1 - BT Literacy removed, USE Drama added.

Dictatorship
USE: Totalitarianism
HN: 6.1 - BT Social and political systems removed, USE Totalitarianism added.

Disabled students
USE: Students with disabilities
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Students removed, USE Students with disabilities added.

Disorders
USE: Diseases
HN: 6.1 - BT Medicine removed, USE Diseases added.

Dogma
USE: Beliefs
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy and BT Theology removed, USE Beliefs added.

Drama literacy
USE: Drama
HN: 6.1 - BT Literacy removed, USE Drama added.

Eating disorders
BT: Diseases
NT: Anorexia nervosa
Bulimia
RT: Body image
HN: 5.1; 6.1 - BT Disorders removed, BT Diseases added.

Eclecticism
BT: Thinking
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, BT Thinking added.

Ecumenism
BT: Interfaith dialogue
HN: 6.1 - BT Christianity removed, BT Interfaith dialogue added.

Educational cooperation
BT: Educational administration
NT: Interschool activities
Student exchange
Teacher exchange
RT: Educational communication
SN: Use for resources about cooperation between educators, educational organisations, agencies, or institutions.
Prefer a more specific term.
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - Changed from Educational co-operation to Educational cooperation.

Egg cases
UF: Oothecae
BT: Ova
HN: 5.2; 5.3 - BT Habitats removed, BT Eggs added; 6.1 - BT Eggs removed, BT Ova added.

Eggs
BT: Food products
RT: Ova
Poultry

Electoral rolls
BT: Election administration
RT: Electorates
HN: 6.1 - BT Lists removed.
Enterprise (Psychology)
BT: Human behaviour
HN: 6.1 - BT Personal development
removed BT Human behaviour added.

Epistemology
USE: Knowledge
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, USE Knowledge added.

Extraterrestrial life
UF: Astrobiology
Extraterrestrial beings
Life on other planets
Space biology
Xenobiology
BT: Living things
RT: Aliens
SN: Use for non-fictional resources about extraterrestrial beings. For resources about extraterrestrial beings in fiction use Aliens.
HN: 5.2; 5.3 - BT Biology removed, BT Living things added; 6.1 - Scope note added.

Eye disorders
USE: Eye diseases
HN: 6.1 - BT Disorders removed, USE Eye diseases added.

Fatalism
USE: Determinism
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, USE Determinism added.

Fathers
BT: Parents
RT: Paternity leave

Fishing nets
BT: Fishing industry
NT: Gillnets
HN: 6.1 - BT Marine technology removed, BT Fishing industry added.

Fodder
BT: Crops
HN: 6.1 – Changed from Hay to Fodder.

Food development
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Forced labour
USE: Slavery
HN: 6.1 - USE Slaves removed, USE Slavery added.

Foundation myths
USE: Creation
HN: 6.1 - BT Myths removed, USE Creation added.

Fundamentalism
USE: Religious fundamentalism
HN: 6.1 - BT Beliefs removed, USE Religious fundamentalism added.

Grain
UF: Cereals
BT: Crops
Food products
NT: Barley
Maize
Millet
Oats
Rice
Rye
Wheat
RT: Milling
HN: 6.1 - BT Crops added.

Grandparents
BT: Family relationship

Grief
UF: Bereavement
Grieving
BT: Sadness
HN: 5.2; 6.1 - BT Emotions removed, BT Sadness added.

Gurus
BT: Religious leaders
RT: Holy people

Halftone
USE: Shading
HN: 6.1 - USE Tone (Visual arts) removed, USE Shading added.

Heads of state
UF: Rulers (Heads of state)
Statesmen
BT: Executive power
NT: Emperors
   Empresses
   Governors
   Kings
   Premiers
   Presidents
   Prime ministers
   Princes
   Princesses
   Queens
RT: Government
   Political leaders
HN: 5.0 - BT Statesmen removed,
   Occupation (Work) added; 6.1 - BT
   Occupations (Work) removed, BT
   Executive power added.

Hinduism
BT: Religious groups
HN: 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT
   Religious groups added.

Horsedrawn vehicles
UF: Coaches (Vehicles)
BT: Land transport
RT: Working animals
HN: 4.6; 6.1 - Changed from Horse
drawn vehicles to Horsedrawn vehicles.

Human nature
USE: Human behaviour
HN: 5.1; 6.1 - BT Metaphysics
   removed, USE Human behaviour added.

Human relations
UF: Human interaction
   Interpersonal relationship
BT: Society
NT: Attachment
   Attraction (Human relations)
   Compassion
   Competition (Human relations)
   Conflict (Human relations)
   Cooperation
   Friendship
   Generosity
   Gentleness
   Group dynamics
   Personal space
   Respect
   Tolerance
   Trust
   Victimisation
RT: Interpersonal communication

Marriage
Socialisation
HN: 6.1 - BT Social psychology
   removed, BT Sociology added.

Human resource managers
USE: Human resource management
HN: 6.1 - BT Managers removed, USE
   Human resources management added.

Humanities
USE: Arts
   History
   Literature
   Philosophy
HN: 5.0 - USE Arts, USE History, USE
   Language, USE Literature and USE
   Philosophy added; 6.1 - USE Language
   removed.

Humour
BT: Rhetorical devices
RT: Comedy
HN: 6.1 - BT Emotions removed.

Imagination
UF: Make believe
BT: Thinking
NT: Daydreams
   Visualisation
RT: Dreams
HN: 6.1 - BT Psychology removed, BT
   Thinking added.

Individual differences
USE: Individuality
HN: 6.1 - BT Psychology removed USE
   Individuality added.

Industry self-regulation
USE: Industry regulation
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Industry self
   regulation to Industry- self regulation.

Industry training boards
USE: Registered training organisations
HN: 6.1 - BT Organisations removed,
   USE Registered Training Organisations
   added.

Initiative
BT: Human behaviour
HN: 6.1 - BT Psychology removed, BT
   Human behaviour added.
Injuries
UF: Wounds
BT: Accidents
NT: Bites
   Burns
   Electrocution
   Fractures
   Head injuries
   Sprains
   Stings
RT: Sports medicine
   Workers’ compensation

Instrument makers
USE: Instrument making

Instrument making
UF: Instrument makers
BT: Music industry
RT: Musical instruments

Interfaith dialogue
BT: Religion
NT: Ecumenism
RT: Interpersonal communication
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Inter faith dialogue to Interfaith dialogue. BT Human relations removed, BT Religion added.

Intertropical convergence zone
BT: Trade winds
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Inter Tropical Convergence Zone to Intertropical convergence zone.

Intrusion
BT: Invasion
SN: Use for resources about the sporadic contacts between outsiders and Torres Strait Islander people between 1606 to the late 1800s.
HN: 6.1 - BT Torres Strait Islander history removed, BT Invasion added.

Islam
UF: Muslims
BT: Religious groups
RT: Djellabas
   Islamic art
HN: 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT Religious groups added.

Jesters
USE: Clowning
HN: 6.1 - USE Clowns removed, USE Clowning added.

Judaism
BT: Religious groups
RT: Passover
   Rabbis
HN: 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT Religious groups added.

Judicial power
USE: Jurisdiction
HN: 6.1 - BT Power (Politics) removed, USE Jurisdiction added.

Key (Data representation)
BT: Data representation
HN: 6.1 - Change from Key (Cartography) to Key (Data representation). BT Cartography removed, BT Data representation added.

Knitting
BT: Needlework
HN: 6.1 - BT Textile crafts removed, BT Needlework added.

Knowledge
UF: Epistemology
BT: Philosophy
HN: 6.1 - BT Epistemology removed, BT Philosophy added.

Language proficiency
UF: Language abilities
   Language literacy
BT: Language
   NT: Functional literacy
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Literacy removed, BT Language added.

Learning disabilities
USE: Intellectual disabilities
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - USE Developmental disabilities removed, USE Intellectual disabilities added.

Learning disorders
USE: Intellectual disabilities
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - USE Developmental disabilities removed, USE Intellectual disabilities added.

Learning outcomes
UF: Curriculum outcomes
Outcome statements
Outcomes of education
BT: Curriculum development
RT: Curriculum evaluation
Curriculum objectives
Outcomes-based education
SN: Use for resources about actual results or consequences of curriculum. For discussions about desired results, use Curriculum objectives.
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - Changed from Curriculum outcomes to Learning outcomes.

Logic
UF: Dialectics
BT: Philosophy
NT: Fallacy
Truth
RT: Paradoxes
Reasoning

Magicians
UF: Illusionists
BT: Performers
RT: Wizards
SN: Use for resources about magic practitioners in the performing arts industry. For resources about mythological practitioners of sorcery, illusions etc. use Wizards.
HN: 5.2; 6.1 - Scope note added.

Maori teachers
BT: Teachers
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Indigenous teachers removed, BT Teachers added.

Martyrdom
BT: Religion
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Martyrs to Martyrdom. BT Holy people removed, BT Religion added.

Mass media
BT: Media
NT: Internet
Radio

Television
RT: Advertising
Broadcasting
Broadcasting industry
Journalism
Popular culture
SN: Use for resources on systems or instruments of communication intended to reach general and geographically dispersed audiences simultaneously.
HN: 6.1 - BT Popular culture removed.

Mathematical disorders
BT: Intellectual disabilities
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Developmental disabilities removed, BT Intellectual disabilities added.

Mechanical engineering
BT: Engineering
NT: Automotive engineering
HN: 6.1 - USE Engineering removed, BT Engineering added.

Media bias
USE: Media influence
HN: 5.3 - BT Media removed; 6.1 - BT Bias (Attitudes) removed, USE Media influence added.

Metaphysics
BT: Philosophical movements
NT: Dualism
Existence
RT: Metaphysical painting
Metaphysical poetry
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, BT Philosophical movements added.

Miracle plays
UF: Saint's plays
BT: Religious drama
RT: Medieval theatre
Morality plays
Mystery plays
HN: 6.1 - BT Drama removed.

Missionaries
USE: Missions
HN: 6.1 - BT Clergy removed, USE Missions added.

Missions
UF: Missionaries
BT: Humanitarian aid
RT: Evangelism

Monism
BT: Philosophical movements
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, BT Philosophical movements added.

Moral codes
USE: Morality
HN: 6.1 - BT Morality removed, USE Morality added.

Mothers
BT: Parents
Maternity leave

Mummers' plays
BT: Folk drama
RT: Masques
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Mummer's plays to Mummers' plays. BT English plays removed.

Music literacy
USE: Music
HN: 6.1 - BT Literacy removed, USE Music added.

Music teachers
BT: Music industry
Teachers

Music therapists
USE: Music therapy
HN: 6.1 - BT Therapists removed, USE Music therapy added.

Musical scores
UF: Sheet music
BT: Music
NT: Parts
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Scores to Musical scores.

Musical tuning
BT: Musical elements
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Tuning to Musical tuning. BT Musical instruments removed, BT Musical elements added.

Mythology
USE: Folklore
HN: 5.0 - Modification - NP; 6.1 - USE Myths removed, USE Folklore added.

Myths
USE: Folklore
HN: 5.0 - BT Folktales removed, Folklore added; 6.1 - BT Folklore removed, USE Folklore added.

Naturalism
BT: Philosophical movements
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, BT Philosophical movements added.

New Age
BT: Philosophical movements
SN: Use for resources on the philosophical movement that uses alternative approaches to traditional Western culture, particularly spiritual exploration, holistic medicine, and mysticism.
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, BT Philosophical movements added.

Non-current assets
UF: Long-term assets
BT: Assets
NT: Fixed assets
Plant and equipment
RT: Depreciation
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Noncurrent assets to Non-current assets.

Non-English speaking background
BT: Cultural heritage
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Non English speaking background to Non-English speaking background.

Non-Maori New Zealanders
USE: Pakeha
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Non Maori New Zealanders to Non-Maori New Zealanders.

Non-profit organisations
USE: Not for profit organisations
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Nonprofit organisations to Non-profit organisations

Note value
USE: Duration
HN:  6.1 - USE Musical notes removed, USE Duration added.

Oats
BT:  Grain

Oracles
USE:  Prophecy
HN:  6.1 - BT Holy people removed, USE Prophecy added.

Oracy
USE Oral presentations
HN:  6.0; 6.1 - BT Literacy removed, USE Oral presentations added.

Organic food
BT:  Food products
HN:  6.1 - USE Organics removed, BT Food products added.

Organic gardening
USE:  Organic farming

Osteoarthritis
BT:  Arthritis
HN:  5.2; 6.1 - USE Arthritis removed, BT Arthritis added.

Panning (Mining)
BT:  Mining
HN:  6.1 - BT Gold rushes removed, BT Mining added.

Parables
BT:  Short stories
HN:  6.1 - BT Allegories (Prose) removed, BT Short stories added.

Peace
BT:  Conflict (Human relations)
NT:  Ceasefire
Disarmament
Peacekeeping
RT:  Armistice
Pacifists
HN:  6.1 - BT Human relations removed, BT Conflict (Human relations) added.

Peer acceptance
BT:  Tolerance

RT:  Peer groups
HN:  6.1 - BT Human relations removed, BT Tolerance added.

Personal values
BT:  Values (Psychology)
HN:  6.1 - USE Values (Psychology) removed, BT Values (Psychology) added.

Philosophers
USE:  Philosophy
HN:  6.1 - BT Occupations (Work) removed, USE Philosophy added.
This looks inconsistent with other areas.

Philosophical movements
UF:  Philosophical schools
Schools of thought
BT:  Philosophy
NT:  Aesthetics
Cynicism
Determinism
Empiricism
Existentialism
Humanism
Idealism
Monism
Naturalism
New Age
Pluralism
Positivism
Postmodernism
Poststructuralism
Rationalism
Realism
Relativism
Scepticism
Structuralism
HN:  6.1 - Changed from Philosophical schools to Philosophical movements.

Photocopiers
USE:  Photocopying
HN:  6.1 - BT Photocopying removed, USE Photocopying added.

Pilots
USE:  Transport drivers

Place value
BT:  Decimal numbers
HN:  6.1 - BT Numbers removed, BT Decimal numbers added.
Political power
UF:   Power (Politics)
BT:   Politics
NT:   Balance of power
      Executive power
      Political corruption
      Separation of power
      Veto
HN:   6.1 - BT Power (Politics) removed,
      BT Politics added.

Power (Politics)
USE:  Political power
HN:   5.0 - Modified - formally Power
      (Social sciences). BT Social sciences
removed; 6.0 - BT Political science
removed BT Politics added; 6.1 - Qualifier
changed from Political science to Politics.
BT Politics removed, USE Political power
added.

Power structure
USE:  Social structures
HN:   6.1 - BT Power (Politics) removed,
      USE Social structures added.

Postmodernist architecture
BT:   Architecture

Postmodernist art
BT:   Modern art
HN:   6.1 - BT Postmodernism removed,
      BT Modern art added.

Premiers
BT:   Heads of state
      Parliamentarians
RT:   Cabinet
      Members of the House of
      Representatives

Problem solving
BT:   Thinking
RT:   Conflict resolution
HN:   6.1 - BT Psychology removed BT
      Thinking added.

Projection (Visual arts)
BT:   Geometric perspective
RT:   Map projection
HN:   6.1 - BT Visual arts elements
      removed, BT Geometric perspective
      added.

Prophets
USE:  Prophecy
HN:   6.1 - BT Holy people removed,
      USE Prophecy added.

Proselytisation
USE:  Religious conversion
HN:   6.1 - BT Beliefs removed, USE
      Religious conversion added.

Protective clothing
UF:   Safety clothing
BT:   Safety
NT:   Helmets
      Sun protection gear
      Survival jackets
      Wet weather gear
RT:   Clothing
      Occupational health and safety
HN:   6.1 - BT Clothing removed, BT
      Safety added.

Punctuation
BT:   Grammar
NT:   Apostrophes (Punctuation)
      Colons
      Commas
      Dashes
      Dot points
      Exclamation marks
      Full stops
      Hyphens
      Lower case
      Parentheses
      Question marks
Quotation marks
Semicolons
Upper case
RT: Symbols
HN: 5.0 - BT Language skills removed, Grammar added; 6.1 - BT Symbols removed.

Race relations
USE: Ethnic relations

Racism
UF: Racial bias
Racial discrimination
Racial prejudice
BT: Conflict (Human relations)
RT: Ethnic bias
Racial attitudes
SN: Use for resources about prejudicial opinions about particular groups because of their racial origins. For resources about prejudicial opinions about particular groups because of their ethnic origins use Ethnic bias.
HN: 6.1 - BT Social bias removed, BT Conflict (Human relations) added.

Radiography
BT: Medical procedures
RT: Photography
X-rays
HN: 5.2; 6.1 - Changed to Radiography.

Re-enactment
BT: Acting
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Enactment to Re-enactment.

Reading difficulties
BT: Intellectual disabilities
NT: Specific learning disability
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Developmental disabilities removed, BT Intellectual disabilities added.

Realism
BT: Philosophical movements
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, BT Philosophical movements added.

Reincarnation
BT: Afterlife
HN: 6.1 - BT Beliefs removed, BT Afterlife added.

Religious conversion
UF: Proselytisation
BT: Evangelism
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Conversion to Religious conversion. USE Proselytisation removed, BT Evangelism added.

Resurrection
BT: Afterlife
HN: 6.1 - BT Beliefs removed, BT Afterlife added.

Rheumatoid arthritis
UF: Rheumatism
BT: Arthritis
HN: 6.1 - USE Arthritis removed, BT Arthritis added.

Rice
BT: Grain

Rites of passage
BT: Ceremonies
HN: 6.1 – BT Rituals removed, BT Ceremonies added.

Ritual dance
BT: Dance genres
NT: Corroborees
Haka
RT: Religious dance
HN: 6.1 – BT Rituals removed.

Rituals
USE: Ceremonies
HN: 6.1 – BT Social customs removed USE Ceremonies added.

Rulers (Heads of state)
USE: Heads of state

Scale
BT: Proportions
HN: 5.3 - BT Mathematical concepts removed, BT Proportions added; 6.1 - Changed from Scale (Mathematics) to Scale.

School attendance
UF: Attendance
BT: Educational administration
NT: Absence from school
Compulsory education
Early school leavers
Full time study
Home education
Housebound students
Part time study
Retention (of students)
Student attrition
RT: External students
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - Changed from Student attendance to School attendance.

School publications
BT: School administration
NT: School magazines
School newsletters
School websites
RT: Educational publications
SN: USE for resources about publications generated by individual schools. For resources about the development, distribution or management of industry publications relevant across the education sector USE Educational publications.
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - Scope note edited.

Self-assurance
USE: Self-confidence
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Self assurance to Self-assurance.

Self-concept
USE: Self
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Self concept to Self-concept.

Self-confidence
UF: Self-assurance
Self-esteem
Self-worth
BT: Emotions
RT: Assertiveness
Morale
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Self confidence to Self-confidence.

Self-determination
BT: Political independence
RT: Community development
Democracy
Freedom

Nationalism
SN: Use for resources about the right, power, opportunity etc. of both individuals and peoples to determine their own destinies.
HN: 6.1 - 6.1 - Changed from Self determination to Self-determination. BT Power (Politics) removed, BT Political independence added.

Self-devised dramas
USE: Group devised dramas
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Self devised dramas to Self-devised dramas.

Self-employment
BT: Employment
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Self employment to Self-employment.

Self-esteem
USE: Self-confidence
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Self esteem to Self-esteem

Self-management
UF: Self-reliance
BT: Life skills
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Self management to Self-management.

Self-paced learning
USE: Self-directed learning
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - Changed from Self paced learning to Self-paced learning. BT Flexible delivery removed, USE Self-directed learning added.

Self-perception
USE: Personal identity
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Self perception to Self-perception.

Self-reliance
USE: Self-management
HN: 6.1

Self-worth
USE: Self-confidence
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Self worth to Self-worth.

Separation (Psychology)
USE: Attachment
HN: 5.3; 6.1 - Changed from Separation to Separation (Psychology).

Shading
UF: Halftone
   Tone (Visual arts)
   Value (Colour)
BT: Colour (Visual arts)
HN: 6.1 - USE Drawing and USE Engraving and USE Etching and USE Painting and USE Shadows removed, BT Colour (Visual arts) added.

Shintoism
BT: Religious groups
HN: 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT Religious groups added.

Sikhism
BT: Religious groups
HN: 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT Religious groups added.

Single parents
USE: Single parent families
HN: 6.1 - BT Parents removed, USE Single parent families added.

Skin disorders
USE: Skin diseases
HN: 6.1 - BT Disorders removed, USE Skin diseases added.

Slaves
USE: Slavery
HN: 6.1 - BT Groups removed, USE Slavery added.

Social influence
UF: Sociocultural influence
BT: Society
NT: Agenda setting
   Leadership
   Media influence
   Popular culture
   Stereotypes
RT: Media issues
   Propaganda
HN: 6.1 - BT Social influence removed, BT Society added.

Social psychology
USE: Social behaviour (Humans)

HN: 6.1 - BT Psychology and BT Sociology removed, USE Social behaviour added.

Society
UF: Human society
   Sociology
BT: Social sciences
NT: Civilisation
   Communication (Sociology)
   Criminology
   Culture
   Equality
   Groups
   Human relations
   Media
   Population (Sociology)
   Social indicators
   Social influence
   Social structures
   Sociobiology
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Sociology to Society.

Soft furnishings
BT: Interior decoration
NT: Curtains
   Cushions
   Rugs
   Upholstery
RT: Furnishings
HN: 6.1 - BT Furnishings removed.

Sole parents
USE: Single parent families

Songs
BT: Vocal music
NT: Action songs
   Arias
   Ballads
   Call and response
   Carols
   Folk songs
   Jingles
   Laments
   Lieder
   Lullabies
   Madrigals
   National songs
   Protest songs
   Rounds
   Spirituals
RT: Choirs
   Choral music
   Lyrics
   Nursery rhymes
   Singing
HN: 6.1 - BT Sacred music removed.

Specific learning disability
UF: Dyslexia
BT: Intellectual disabilities
SN: Use for resources about difficulty with reading, writing and spelling in spite of normal or above-normal intelligence, conventional teaching methods and adequate socio-cultural opportunities. This is the preferred Australian term; overseas Dyslexia is used.
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Reading difficulties removed, BT Intellectual disabilities added.

Speech skills
USE: Oral presentations
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - USE Oracy removed, USE Oral presentations added.

Stage managers
USE: Stage management
HN: 6.1 - BT Occupations (Work) and BT Theatre industry removed, USE Stage management added.

Stock exchanges
BT: Stock markets
RT: Stockbrokers

Students with disabilities
UF: Disabled students
BT: Students
RT: Disabilities
   School support services
SN: Use also a descriptor specifying the disability, e.g. for students with a hearing disability USE Students with disabilities AND Deafness.
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - Scope note added.

Sugar
UF: Sucrose
BT: Carbohydrates
RT: Artificial sweeteners
   Sugar cane
HN: 6.1 - BT Food products and Crops removed, BT Carbohydrates added.

Taoism
BT: Religious groups
HN: 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT Religious groups added.

Tea
BT: Crops
HN: 6.1 - BT Hot drinks removed, BT Crops added.

Teaching methods
UF: Pedagogies
   Teaching activities
   Teaching strategies
BT: Teaching
NT: Active learning
   Case study method
   Coaching (Teaching methods)
   Creative activities
   Demonstration teaching
   Directed reading
   Discussion (Teaching methods)
   Educational excursions
   Fieldwork
   Multimedia teaching
   Peer teaching
   Problem-based learning
   Programmed instruction
   Questioning (Teaching methods)
   Scaffolding (Teaching methods)
   Silent reading
   Teaching methods (Music)
   Teaching methods (Reading)
   Teaching methods (Writing)
RT: Educational games
   Teaching styles
HN: 6.1 - Scope note removed.

Tele-evangelists
BT: Evangelism
HN: 6.1 - Changed from Tele evangelists to Tele-evangelists.

Theism
BT: Beliefs
RT: Goddesses
   Gods
HN: 6.1 - BT Religion removed, BT Beliefs added.

Theology
USE: Religion
HN: 5.0 - RT Theism added; 6.1 - BT Religion removed USE Religion added.

Tibetan language
BT: Natural languages
RT: Tibetan alphabet
HN: 6.1 - BT Chinese languages removed, BT Natural languages added.

Tikanga Maori
UF: Maori customs
BT: Maoritanga
NT: Hakari
HN: 5.3 - BT Social customs removed; 6.1 - Changed from Nga tikanga Maori to Tikanga Maori.

Tone (Visual arts)
USE: Shading

Torres Strait Islander legends
BT: Torres Strait Islander culture
RT: Dreaming
SN: Use for resources about Torres Strait Islander legends and spiritual beliefs. For resources on Aboriginal spiritual beliefs use Dreaming.
HN: 5.0 - BT Folklore added; 6.1 - BT Folklore removed, BT Torres Strait Islander culture added.

Totemism
UF: Totems
BT: Primal religions
HN: 6.1 – Changed from Totem poles to Totemism. BT Sculpture removed, BT Primal religions added.

Train drivers
USE: Transport drivers
HN: 6.1 - BT Occupations (Work) removed, USE Transport drivers added.

Tram drivers
USE: Transport drivers
HN: 6.1 - BT Occupations (Work) removed, USE Transport drivers added.

Truck drivers
USE: Transport drivers
HN: 6.1 - BT Occupations (Work) removed, USE Transport drivers added.

Truth
BT: Logic
HN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, BT Logic added.

Unpaid employment
UF: Volunteers
BT: Employment
NT: Charity work
HN: 6.1 - Scope note changed.

Value (Colour)
USE: Shading

Value (Prices)
USE: Prices

Values (Psychology)
UF: Core values
BT: Psychology
NT: Personal values
\hspace{1cm} Social values
RT: Attitudes
\hspace{1cm} Beliefs
\hspace{1cm} Disposition
\hspace{1cm} Ethics
\hspace{1cm} Standards
HN: 6.1 - BT Aesthetics removed,

Veto
BT: Political power
HN: 6.1 - BT Power structure removed, BT Political power added.

Web based assessment
USE: Computer based assessment
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - Changed from Web-based assessment to Web based assessment

Web based learning
USE: eLearning
HN: 6.0; 6.1 - Changed from Web-based learning to Web based learning.

Wheat
BT: Grain  

Wicca  
BT: Paganism  
RT: Witches  
HN: 5.3; 6.1 - BT Religion removed BT Paganism added.

Wings (Body parts)  
BT: Body parts  
HN: 6.1 - Qualifier changed from Birds to Body parts.

Witches  
BT: Mythical creatures  
RT: Wicca  
HN: 5.3; 6.1 - USE Wicca removed, BT Mythical creatures added.

World views  
USE: Beliefs  
HN: 6.1 - BT Opinions removed, USE Beliefs added.

### Deleted terms

Deleted terms are terms approved in previous versions and also candidate terms rejected during consultation for this release. The latter have “6.1” only in the History note.

American culture  
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Anthropology  
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Aspergillosis  
HN: 6.1

Bacchic mysteries  
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Bible  
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Bible stories  
HN: 6.1

Birthday cards  
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Blastomycosis  
HN: 6.1

Buddhist art  
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Candidiasis  
HN: 6.1

Christian art  
6.1 - Deleted.

Christmas
Empowerment
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Five Books of Moses
6.1 - Deleted.

Food development
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Fools
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Gospels
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Greek Orthodox Church
6.1 - Deleted.

Helots
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Hebrew Scriptures
6.1 - Deleted.

Hindu art
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Histoplasmoses
HN: 6.1

Histoplasmosis
HN: 6.1

Imagery (Psychology)
HN: 5.2; 6.1 - Deleted.

Interest (Psychology)
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Islamic art
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

ITABs
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Jesus Christ
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Koran
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Lent
HN: 5.3; 6.1 - Deleted.

Mahayanan Buddhism
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Mapping
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Metamorphoses
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Methodist Church
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Mood (Emotions)
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Mystery cults
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Native Americans
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

New Testament
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Old Testament
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Ontology
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Organics
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Orphic mysteries
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Pali Canon
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Panathenaea
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Parts
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Passover
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Patschen
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Perioikoi
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Power relationships
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.
Principals (Occupations)
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Protestant Church
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Pythagorean mysteries
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Qur'an
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Racial relations
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Ringworm
HN: 6.1

Roman Catholic Church
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Roman Christian Church
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Russian Orthodox Church
6.1 - Deleted.

Scale (Cartography)
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Self-paced learning

Shi'ism
HN: 6.1

Shiites
HN: 6.1

Sufism
HN: 5.3 - Changed from Sufis to Sufism. BT Holy people removed, BT Islam added; 6.1 - Deleted.

Theravadin Buddhism
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Thigh slapping
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Thrush
HN: 6.1

Tinea
HN: 6.1

Vedas
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Yeast infection
HN: 6.1

Zoroastrianism
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.

Zulu jewellery
HN: 6.1 - Deleted.
Appendix

Selected reference structures are detailed below.

**Folklore**
BT1: Social customs
    BT2: Culture
    BT3: Society
    BT4: Social sciences
NT1: Astrology
NT1: Legends (Folklore)
NT1: Mythical creatures
    NT2: Aliens
    NT2: Demons
    NT2: Dragons
    NT2: Dwarfs
    NT2: Fairies
    NT2: Ghosts
    NT2: Giants
    NT2: Goblins
    NT2: Griffins
    NT2: Mermaids
    NT2: Ogres
    NT2: Trolls
    NT2: Unicorns
    NT2: Vampires
    NT2: Werewolves
    NT2: Witches
    NT2: Wizards
    NT2: Yeti
    NT2: Zombies
NT1: Paranormal
    NT2: Clairvoyance
    NT2: Extrasensory perception
    NT2: Psychic ability
    NT2: Psychokinesis
    NT2: Spells
    NT2: Telepathy
RT: Creation
RT: Fables
RT: Folk drama
Religion
UF: Religious practices
UF: Theology
BT1: Culture
BT2: Society
BT3: Social sciences
NT1: Afterlife
NT2: Reincarnation
NT2: Resurrection
NT1: Cults
NT1: Deities
NT2: Goddesses
NT2: Gods
NT1: Dreaming
NT1: Evangelism
NT2: Religious conversion
NT2: Tele evangelists
NT1: Heresy
NT1: Interfaith dialogue
NT2: Ecumenism
NT1: Martyrdom
NT1: Pilgrimage
NT1: Prophecy
NT1: Puritanism
NT1: Religious fundamentalism
NT1: Religious groups
NT2: Bahai Faith
NT2: Buddhism
NT2: Christianity
NT2: Confucianism
NT2: Hinduism
NT2: Islam
NT2: Judaism
NT2: Primal religions
NT3: Animism
NT3: Paganism
NT4: Wicca
NT3: Shamanism
NT3: Totemism
NT2: Shintoism
NT2: Sikhism
NT2: Taoism
NT1: Religious leaders
NT2: Gurus
NT2: Priests
NT2: Rabbis
NT1: Sacrifice
NT1: Salvation
NT1: Sects
NT1: Worship
NT2: Blessing
NT2: Prayer
RT: Beliefs
RT: Religious conflict
RT: Sacred literature

Diseases
UF: Disorders
UF: Illnesses
BT1: Medicine
BT2: Health
NT1: Allergies
NT1: Arthritis
NT2: Osteoarthritis
NT2: Rheumatoid arthritis
NT1: Asthma
NT1: Black Death
NT1: Cancer
NT2: Breast cancer
NT2: Cervical cancer
NT2: Skin cancer
NT3: Melanomas
NT1: Communicable diseases
NT2: Bacterial infections
NT3: Chlamydia
NT3: Cholera
NT3: Diphtheria
NT3: Plague
NT3: Tetanus
NT3: Tuberculosis
NT3: Typhoid
NT3: Whooping cough
NT2: Fungal infections
NT2: Parasitic infections
NT3: Malaria
NT4: Plasmodium falciparum
NT2: Viral infections
NT3: Colds (Disease)
NT3: Dengue fever
NT4: Flaviviridae
NT3: Ebola fever
NT3: HIV
NT3: Influenza
NT3: Poliomyelitis
NT3: Rabies
NT3: Rubella
NT3: SARS
NT4: Coronavirus
NT3: Smallpox
NT1: Diabetes
NT1: Disease transmission
NT2: Carriers of disease
NT1: Ear diseases
NT1: Eating disorders
NT2: Anorexia nervosa
NT2: Bulimia
NT1: Eye diseases
NT2: Cataracts
NT2: Conjunctivitis
NT2: Diabetic retinopathy
NT2: Glaucoma
NT2: Macular degeneration
NT2: Ophthalmology
NT2: Trachoma
NT1: Foot and mouth disease
NT1: Mental illnesses
NT2: Anxiety disorder
NT2: Bipolar disorder
NT2: Depression (Illnesses)
NT3: Postnatal depression
NT2: Schizophrenia
NT1: Pathogens
NT1: SIDS
NT1: Skin diseases
NT2: Acne
NT2: Albinism
NT2: Callosities
RT: Antibiotics
RT: Bacteria
RT: Viruses

**Philosophy**
UF: Humanities
UF: Philosophers
BT1: Social sciences
NT1: Ethics
NT2: Bioethics
NT2: Business ethics
NT3: Conflict of interest
NT2: Conscientious objection
NT2: Morality
NT3: Evil
NT3: Good
NT2: Responsibility
NT3: Civic responsibility
NT3: Duty of care
NT3: Environmental stewardship
NT3: Global stewardship
NT3: Individual responsibility
NT3: Land custodianship
NT3: Legal responsibility
NT4: Guilt
NT4: Innocence
NT1: Knowledge
NT1: Logic
NT2: Fallacy
NT2: Truth
NT1: Philosophical movements
NT2: Aesthetics
NT3: Avant garde
NT3: Kitsch
NT3: Modernism
NT2: Cynicism
NT2: Determinism
NT2: Empiricism
NT2: Existentialism
NT2: Humanism
NT2: Idealism
NT2: Metaphysics
NT3: Dualism
NT3: Existence
NT2: Monism
NT2: Naturalism
NT2: New Age
NT2: Pluralism
NT2: Positivism
NT2: Postmodernism
NT2: Poststructuralism
NT2: Rationalism
NT2: Realism
NT2: Relativism
NT2: Scepticism
NT2: Structuralism

Natural languages
UF: Community languages
UF: LOTE
BT1: Language
NT1: Aboriginal languages
NT1: Albanian language
NT1: Arabic language
NT1: Armenian language
NT1: Australian English
NT2: Standard Australian English
NT1: Bengali language
NT1: Braille
NT1: Chinese languages
NT2: Cantonese dialects
NT2: Gan dialects
NT2: Hakka dialects
NT2: Hokkien dialects
NT2: Hui dialects
NT2: Jin dialects
NT2: Mandarin dialects
NT2: Min dialects
NT2: Wu dialects
NT2: Xian dialects
NT1: Classical Greek language
NT1: Colloquial language
NT2: Slang
NT1: Creoles
NT1: Croatian language
NT1: Czech language
NT1: Dialects
NT1: Dutch language
NT1: English language
NT2: Aboriginal English
NT1: Esperanto
NT1: Estonian language
NT1: Filipino language
NT1: French language
NT1: German language
NT1: Greek language
NT1: Hebrew language
NT1: Hindi language
NT1: Hungarian language
NT1: Idioms
NT1: Indonesian language
NT1: Italian language
NT1: Japanese language
NT1: Khmer language
NT1: Korean language
NT1: Latin language
NT1: Latvian language
NT1: Lithuanian language
NT1: Macedonian language
NT1: Malaysian language
NT1: Maltese language
NT1: Maori language
NT1: Modern Greek language
NT1: Pacific Island languages
NT1: Persian language
NT1: Polish language
NT1: Portuguese language
NT1: Romanian language
NT1: Russian language
NT1: Samoan language
NT1: Serbian language
NT1: Slovenian language
NT1: Spanish language
NT1: Swedish language
NT1: Tamil language
NT1: Thai language
NT1: Tibetan language
NT1: Tokelauan language
NT1: Tongan language
NT1: Torres Strait Islander languages
NT2: Kala Lagaw Ya
NT3: Kalaw Kawaw Ya
NT2: Meriam Mir
NT1: Turkish language
NT1: Ukrainian language
NT1: Vietnamese languages